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New Lightworks Beta Version 2021.1.1 revision 127414 Now Available on
Windows Linux and Mac!
Posted by Matt Sandford - 03 Mar 2021 12:56

_____________________________________

Hi,

The next Beta version of Lightworks 2021.1.1 revision 127414 is now available to download:

Download here

(Please read the Terms and Conditions and EULA outlined and tick the box to say you agree with them.)

It is strongly recommended that users backup their project folder before installing any new Beta build of
Lightworks.

This latest build resolves issues reported with memory handling and HEVC media, along with a few
other improvements. We are still keeping changes to a minimum during this cycle and hope to be able to
release within the next couple of weeks.

Some of the new Features and Improvements can be seen below:

- Added new keyboard shortcut commands
- &quot;Save current sequence frame&quot; (which saves the frame from the current record
sequence)
- &quot;Save current frame&quot; (which saves the frame from the focus)
- &quot;Associates&quot; (which opens the Associates tab for the current clip/sequence)
- Added additional capabilities to the &quot;Find-> Clip references' panel
- Segments with/without &quot;Effects&quot; can now be searched for (can be narrowed down to
just Video or Audio by deselecting the tracks)
- Segments with/without &quot;Media&quot; can now be searched for
- Segments with/without &quot;Cue Markers&quot; can now be searched for
- Segments that are &quot;Active&quot; Yes/No can now be searched for
- Restored the ability to 'Jump to next match' and 'Jump to previous match' options
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- Added ability to set the default frame rate for importable items which do not have a known
frame-rate
- Improved the behaviour of Groups and Bins within the content manager
- When expanding a group the list will try to avoid scrolling the bin list if possible
- When contracting a group that houses the current bin now avoid switching to the last used bin
- Improved the visual representation of transitions on the sequence timeline

All the new features and changes in the latest version which can be found in the: Changelog pages

Submitting Feedback
To submit feedback on issues found in the Beta versions:

- Please start a Forum thread using the appropriate link below based on the operating system you
are testing on. The Forum will allow you to submit issues you find or discuss how the application should
be working:
- www.lwks.com/windowsbetaforum
- www.lwks.com/linuxbetaforum
- www.lwks.com/macbetaforum

Please make sure you have searched for the issue before creating a new thread, this should help stop
duplicate threads being submitted.

Matt
============================================================================
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